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2019 AQHA Red Roan Mare by METALLIC MALICE $ 30,000

Description

This is a single owner, home grown mare that we bred, raised and started ourselves and know absolutely
everything about her training and health history. We have a plethora of stories, pictures and videos documenting
her life thus far and would be happy to share her journey with you. “Alil Metallic Legacy” aka “Lacey” is a 2019
model double Registered AQHA and APHA Red Roan mare that stands 14.3 hands with straight legs, good feet
and an overall correct conformation. She is sired by Metallic Malice, the hot Homozygous Roan Stallion by the
legendary Metallic Cat with LTE $5,939, 114.5 AQHA points and a superior in Heading. She is currently paid into
Riata Buckle and is Pink Buckle, Ruby Buckle, Future Fortunes, Breeders Challenge, Colorado Classic, Triple
Crown, Royal Crown and NRCHA Stallion Stakes eligible. She is very well trained and proficient in all of her
maneuvers. Very soft in the face and will collect up beautifully with a gentle lift of the reins and carry it through
her gaits without needing reminded to stay bridled up. She moves easily off your seat and responds to light leg
pressure, has a true neck rein and rides just as good one handed or two. She will sidepass straight and correct
with smooth cadence over ground poles or to open gates, has flawless lead departures and effortless flying lead
changes, is a big stopper and really gets around well in her spins. Lacey is also by far one of the smoothest
traveling horses we have had with a soft as silk trot and easy to sit lope. We have done everything with her and
hauled her all over to local Ranch Versatility and AQHA Ranch Riding horse shows, sorting events, ranch rodeos
and several different ranches in Wyoming, Arizona and Oklahoma to work cattle. She has always been gentle to
ride and has never offered to buck a single time in her life. It doesn’t matter how much time she has off, she will
saddle up and ride off quiet and broke. You can ride her out alone all day or head out in a big group and quietly
separate or get sent off on the drive with zero fuss. She is consistently quiet and confident and is not spooky,
looky or jumpy and has always been trustworthy. She has been rode by all members of our family from our young
son and nieces to both grandmas, grandpa, and even great grandma! She has also packed our beginner guests
around the ranch on trail rides and helping to teach them basic skills in the arena. We have roped, flagged and
ponied colts off of her and she is proficient in all aspects of ranch work. She is quick footed on a cow making her
a fun and ideal sorting horse. She tracks up to cattle, has a lot of rate and will put you in position to catch when
roping. We have drug lots of calves to the fire and taken her to several head and heel brandings. Both Mariah
and myself have shown her at several different shows here in Arizona. She is so smart when working on new
patterns and quickly learns to help you prepare for each transition and maneuver. We absolutely love this mare
and know you will too, our plan has always been to bring her along and sell her. That time has come. Ready to go
in literally any direction of your choosing from the timed events in the rodeo arena, continue showing her in the



Versatility Ranch Horse and Cow Horse Classes, take her to the many incentives she is eligible for, use her on
the ranch, broodmare, or just have the cutest safest trail and arena riding machine around! The possibilities are
truly endless here folks! Lacey has always been 100% sound and healthy her entire life with zero lameness
issues, colic, or other undesirable ailments. $30,000 for more information call Mariah (805)798-2256

Ad Type: For Sale  Status: Sold

Name: Lacey  Gender: Mare

Age: 4 yrs 8 mths  Height: 14.3 hands

Color: Red Roan  Temperament: 2 (1 - calm; 10 - spirited)

Registered: Yes
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